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Abstract: This study focuses on the possible extensions of current temporal logics. In this study, 4 extensions are
proposed: self-referring events, nonexisting events, multiple recurrence of events, and an improvement on anterior past
events. Each of these extensions is on a different level of temporal logics. The main motivation behind the extensions
is the temporal analysis of Turkish. Similar to temporal logic studies built on other natural languages, like French,
Ukrainian, Italian, Korean, English, or Romanian, this is the first time that the Turkish language has been deeply
questioned in the sense of computable temporal logic using the view of a standardized temporal markup language.
This study keeps the methodology of TimeML and researches Turkish from the perspectives of Reichenbach and Allen’s
temporal logics. Reichenbach’s temporal logic is perfectly capable of handling the anterior temporal feeling, but it is not
enough to handle the sense of ‘learnt’ or ‘study’, which are 2 past tenses in Turkish. Moreover, Allen’s temporal logic
cannot handle 2 events following each other continuously, which is called recurring events in this study for the first time.
Finally, based on the experiences from a 4-year PhD study on natural language texts, this study underlines the absence
of self-referring or a reference to nonexisting events in temporal logics. After adding the above extensions to computable
temporal logic, the capability of tagging the events in Turkish texts is measured with an increase from 18% to 100%,
creating a Turkish corpus for the first time. Moreover, new software is implemented to visualize the tagged events and
previous software is developed to handle events tagged for Turkish.
Key words: Natural language processing, temporal logics, Allen’s temporal logic, TimeML, Reichenbach’s temporal
logic

1. Introduction
Natural language processing is a recently popular research area in computer science [1–3], which can be
integrated with temporal logics that have a wide range of use in many studies, such as real-time systems,
multimedia applications, security, and so on [4–8]. Moreover, studies on temporal logics have a theoretical
background like the satisfiability degree [9], symbolic transition systems [10], synthesizing [11], fuzzy temporal
logics [12], or aspect-oriented verifications [13].
The aim of this study is to achieve a machine-computable temporal logic that covers Turkish temporal
cases. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no specific research on the formal representation of
temporal semantics in Turkish.
On the other hand, for some natural languages, some studies already declared temporal differences as
affected by their culture and, therefore, their languages. For example, TETI for the Italian language [14], ISO∗ Correspondence:
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Time Markup Language (TimeML) for French TimeBank [15], TimeML for the semantic web [16], TimeML and
Romanian case [17], KTimeML for Korean case [18], Spanish text analysis [19], Chinese temporal modelling
[20], or extensions on linear temporal logics by adding “since” and “previous” [21] are only a few of these
machine-computable temporal logic applications.
In this study, the parts common to and different among Turkish temporal logic and other natural languageoriented temporal logics are defined. After the results of these differences are found, TimeML [22–24] is extended
to cover the Turkish language. Moreover, a corpus is collected in Turkish and the success of the extended version
of TimeML is tested over this corpus.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 covers the basic concepts followed by predefinitions in Section
2, and Section 3 covers the concept of time tagging. The 2 major temporal logics, Reichenbach’s temporal logic
(RTL) [25–29] and Allen’s temporal logic (ATL), are explained before TimeML. Moreover, in the literature,
both ATL and Allen’s interval logic (AIL) are well accepted, and in this paper, ATL will be used. After the
TimeML, Turkish temporal logic is analyzed and compared with ATL and RTL, and some extensions of the
TimeML are suggested to cover these differences.
Finally, the success of these extensions is tested over a corpus collected randomly from children’s stories
specifically for this study. Unfortunately, the corpus is newly gathered for this study, since no previous study
exists in the field. Readers will find a comparison between the original TimeML and the extended version of
TimeML for Turkish.
2. Predefinitions
This section covers the definition of ‘time’ from the perspective of this study. The word ‘time’ may have many
definitions, depending on the scope. From the scope of temporal logic, the word ‘time’ can be defined as a
reference to the events. From our perspective, the time of an event can only be interpreted by reference to
another event.
In the literature, almost all temporal logics separate temporal statements into 2 distinct groups:
1. Absolute time, e.g., “I played tennis on October 19, 2010, at 3:38 pm”.
2. Relative time, e.g., “I played tennis after I left school and arrived at the tennis court”.
The difference between the 2 above statements is the event to which they refer. The first temporal
statement refers to events in the solar system, like the position of the Earth in relation to the sun, or historical
events, like the birth of Christ. Therefore, in this study, I only define the time of an event as a reference to
another event. Aside from the above definition, I also accept that all the events occur in temporal systems.
In other words, no event can exist outside of the time realm. Some elements of the time of the event may be
unknown, but all of the events are still connected to time, and therefore, connected to another event.
The last temporal statement is the sense of time. This study does not cover the aspect of humans’ sense
of time. Time sense can be defined as the feeling of time during any event, which can differ according to the
individual.
For example, the sense of how a minute feels can change according to whether a subject is putting their
hand on a flame or eating their favorite dessert. In both cases, the time spent can be measured in minutes but
the feeling of time differs for the same person, or the sense of duration may differ for each person for the same
event. For example, one person may feel as if an exam takes a minute, while another may define the duration
of the same exam as centuries. These examples are included here simply to illustrate that ‘sense of time’ is
intensely subjective; it cannot be formally processed by computers using the current technology, and, thus, I
exclude sense of time from this study.
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3. Time tagging
Time tagging, which can be interpreted as the extraction of temporal semantics from natural language texts,
is mainly used in almost all natural language research areas, like question answering, text summarization, or
visualization of texts [30,31].
A natural language document contains semantic values from many different categories. For example,
locations [32], personal information [33] or know-how [34] can all be passed through natural language sentences.
All of this semantic information in natural language sentences can be expressed using a temporal logic, since
all verbs are strongly connected to time [35]. For example, a sentence without location information is valid, but
all sentences are considered existing within a time boundary.
Time tagging is a technique for marking temporal information of events, time expressions, or the relations
of events on a timeline. Although the linearity of time is an open discussion, time tagging techniques are only
built over linear temporal logics. For example, AIL [36] or RTL [37] are 2 representations of time in a linear
form.
After the correct tagging of a natural language text, the implementation of some automated codes can
process the event by ordering or answering questions. The tagging can be done in 2 possible ways. For mature
natural language processing (NLP) languages, which mostly solve morphological and syntactic parsing problems,
it is possible to implement autonomous software to tag temporal information about the NLP. On the other hand,
for languages still under massive development of NLP and that do not offer satisfactory results on morphological
and syntactic levels, the temporal information can be tagged only manually.
Time tagging is still important for these languages in order to target a purpose for the representation of
semantic information after syntactic studies, and to prepare tools for use after achieving desired NLP levels. For
example, in Turkish, no satisfactory syntactic and morphological tool exists to extract semantic information.
Furthermore, temporal logic in Turkish is different than in Indo-European languages in some ways.
After researching temporal logics built in reference to the Indo-European language family, I have figured
out the temporal differences in Turkish and also developed a representation tool. This article presents the
results.
3.1. Reichenbach temporal logic
RTL is built on 3 simple temporal anchors:
• Speech time (symbolized by S),
• Reference time (symbolized by R),
• Event time (symbolized by E).
Most of Reichenbach’s study was focused on natural languages. Thus, he formulated the order of these
‘times’.
For example, a sentence like “She read the book” can be formalized as R = E < S. On the other hand,
a sentence like “I have read the book” can be formalized as E < R = S. Please note that in the former model,
the event takes place before the speech time and the speech refers to the event time, so the event and reference
times are equal and smaller than speech time in the model. For the latter example, the event again takes place
before the speech time, but the speech is referring to the current time, so the speech time and reference times
are equal and greater than the event time.
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By a simple probability calculation, 13 possible orders for the above temporal anchors can be listed.
Obviously, not all of these probabilities are meaningful in a natural language. Reichenbach named these
possibilities using anterior, simple, and posterior aspects, and past, present, and future tenses. According
to Reichenbach, there can be only 9 possible meaningful times in English or in any natural language. Table 1
covers these possibilities and gives samples for each of the cases.
Table 1. All 13 of the possible permutations of RTL, their English tenses/aspects, and a sample of each case.

Permutation
E<R<S
E=R<S
R<E<S
R<S=E
R<S<E
E<S=R
S=R=E
S=R<E
S<E<R
S=E<R
E<S<R
S<R=E
S<R<E

Reichenbach tense name
Anterior past
Simple past

English tense
Past perfect
Simple past

Posterior past

Sample
I had slept
I slept
I would sleep

Anterior present
Simple present
Posterior present

Present perfect
Simple present
Simple future

I have slept
I sleep
I will sleep

Anterior future

Future perfect

I will have slept

Simple future
Posterior future

Simple future

I will sleep
I shall be going to sleep

Please note that in Table 1, blank lines represent meaningless cases of these permutations in English.
3.2. Allen’s interval logic
ATL deals with orders of events. The representation of event orders like “event A is before event B” or “event
A is at the same time as event B” are the operators of this logic.
The basic variables in AIL are the intervals and Allen has built his logic over binary operators working
on those intervals. In AIL, 13 basic binary operators connect intervals by constraints. These intervals can be
considered to be running threads or any operations on the timeline.

Figure 1. Linearity of the timeline.
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The linearity of time can vary between different temporal logics. Figure 1 displays 4 different types of
timeline linearity. Figure 1a is linear in the past and future. Figure 1b is only linear in the past and is nonlinear
in the future. This type of linearity can be classified as semilinear. Figure 1c is the opposite form of Figure 1b,
where the future is linear and the past is nonlinear. Figure 1d is nonlinear in both the past and the future.
ATL supports all types of linearity in Figure 1. ATL can be demonstrated by a box diagram, where the
boxes represent events and the arrows represent relations between them.
For example, in a sentence like “John ate an apple at the table after he entered the room”, there are 2
events: “eat” and “enter”. There are also hidden events, in which John goes to the table and takes the apple,
in order to eat an apple from the table after he has entered the room. The timeline of the example is given in
Figure 2.

Approach

Enter Room

Take Apple

Eat Apple

Table
Figure 2. Sequence of events in the sample sentence.

If the states of the events are considered, it is known that John was outside the room before he entered
the room. He was also away from the table before he approached the table, and he had no apples before taking
the apple.
Outside of Room

Enter Room

Inside of Room

Approach Table

Away from Table

Not Having Apple

Close to Table

Take Apple

Have Apple
Eat Apple

Figure 3. Events and states diagram.

Therefore, from the sample sentence demonstrated in Figure 3, it is possible to conclude that John had
an apple when he was inside the room or that John had no apple while he was either away from the table or
while he was outside the room.
The 13 types of possible relations and the possible operators of AIL are listed below.
• Before (x,y) or After (y,x)
• Overlaps (x,y) or Overlapped (y,x)
• Meets (x,y) or Met by (y,x)
• Contains (x,y) or During (x,y)
• Starts (x,y) or Started by(y,x)
• Ends (x,y) or Ended by (y,x)
• Equals (x,y)
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The above sample can be modeled using ATL. Let us say that entering the room (ER) requires us to be
outside of the room (OR); after entering the room, the state is inside the room (IR) and, similarly, approaching
the table (AT) changes the state of being away from the table (SAT) to the state of being close to the table
(SCT). Taking an apple (TA) is a transformation of state from not having the apple (NHA) to having the apple
(HA). All these states are prerequirements in the case of eating the apple (EA).
The above sentence can be modeled in ATL in the following formulation:
Meets(OR,ER)
During (AT,IR)
During(AT,NHA)
Meets(NHA,TA)
During (EA,CT)

∧
∧
∧
∧
∧

Meets(ER,IR)
Meets(SAT,AT)
During(TA,IR)
Meets(TA,HA)
During(EA,IR)

∧
∧
∧
∧
∧

During (ER,SAT)
Meets(AT,SCT)
During(TA,SCT)
During(EA,HA)
Meets(TA,EA)

∧
∧
∧
∧

The formulation above demonstrates all of the temporal states and events in the sample sentence. On
the other hand, a reader can interpret the above sentence and can add more states, which can still be modeled
by ATL. For example, if John follows the order of events above when he is hungry, then this state can be added
to the model of ATL. In this case, the model would be:
Occurs (hungry, NHA) ∧ Holds (hungry, TA) ∧ Meets (hungry, EA)
Subsequently, from the ATL model, John eats an apple when he gets hungry and does not have an apple;
he takes an apple while he is hungry; his state of hunger ends when eating the apple.
3.3. TimeML as a time markup language
The TimeML is a time markup language, first developed in 2002, which has recently become a very popular
standard for stamping events, ordering events, reasoning about persistence of events, and modeling time
expressions in natural language documents.
Obviously, the TimeML was developed for English [38], and now some other languages like Ukrainian
[39] or French [40] have also been applied to the TimeML, with some modifications.
The latest version of the TimeML, modified in 2006 [22–24], has 3 layers of semantic representation:
• Event level,
• Signal level,
• Link level.
In the event level, the events in natural language documents are stamped with information about the
event, like the tense, aspect, modal, continuity, or plurality. In the signal level, those events are marked with
the recurrence or durations. Finally, on the top-most level, the link level, those signaled events are connected
with before, after, eventually, and similar connections [40].
The connection type of the TimeML in the link layer was inspired by Reichenbach’s temporal modeling
[41], which, unfortunately, does not support a full Turkish temporal logic, as explained in the following
section. The tenses of events in the TimeML are defined in < MAKEINSTANCE > tags, which are mainly
designed for creating real-time events from theoretically defined < EVENT > tags. The relationship between
MAKEINSTANCE and EVENT tags is similar to the relationship between object and class in object-oriented
programming, where EVENT tags can be considered as classes and MAKEINSTANCE as objects.
The tense and aspect value of the event are parameters of the MAKEINSTANCE tags, which are listed
below:
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tense::

= ‘PAST’ |’PRESENT’|

‘FUTURE’| ’NONE’
|‘INFINITIVE’| ’PRESPART’
|‘PASTPART’
aspect::

= ‘PROGRESSIVE’|’PERFECTIVE’

|‘PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE’
|‘NONE’
The tense possibilities for PAST, PRESENT, and FUTURE exactly match RTL. On the other hand,
NONE defines an event without a tense. Moreover, in the TimeML, verbs are categorized by meanings. For
example, a verb that has a current ongoing effect and a verb that finished its effect are separated. This separation
requires adding the above infinitive, pre-part, and past-part alternatives. For example, “release” is infinitive,
“seeking” is present participle (coded as ‘pre-part’), and “found” is past participle (“past-part”). The most
crucial point here is that the design of all above tenses and aspect possibilities was carried out according to
English temporal logic.
4. Turkish temporal logic
Turkish is a member of the Ural-Altaic language family [38]. This section analyzes Turkish from a language perspective and illustrates its important aspects. Turkish is characterized by certain morphophonemic, morphtactic,
and syntactic features: vowel harmony, agglutination of all-suffixing morphemes, free order of constituents, and
head-final structure of phrases.
The Turkish language uses Latin characters, and the success of NLP studies on its morphological
and syntactic levels is still very low, especially when compared with the success rates of studies on IndoEuropean languages such as English. Because of this fact, most researchers working on NLP are quite far from
concentrating on formal semantic level studies. Part of this study focuses on Turkish temporal logic, which is
concentrated on the semantic representation of Turkish texts and points out a possible path for researchers by
achieving success in representing the morphological and syntactic levels of Turkish.
4.1. Reichenbach modeling and the TimeML of Turkish temporal logic
Table 2 covers the application of RTL to English. It includes empty lines for meaningless cases in English.
Despite having no future tense but modals that translate into English, Turkish has a variety of future
tenses [41]. Please note that the translation column is prepared only to give information about meanings for
non-Turkish readers. The translations do not hold the exact temporal feeling as in Turkish. In Turkish, some
cases in Table 3 are used rarely in daily life. For example, the cases with 2 words, in which the second word
starts with ‘ol-’, are used very rarely in Turkish temporal logic, but are still meaningful and understandable for
any Turkish speaker.
The grammatical term ‘hikaye’ can also be translated into English as ‘storytelling’. This alternative
will be named ‘story’ and this temporal form can be represented as anterior past in RTL, where the only
semantic addition is the subject of the event does the event. The word ‘rivayet’ can be translated into English
as ‘reporting’, where the subject does not do the event but rather learns about it from somebody else. This
alternative is named ‘learned’ to avoid a mixture of reporting aspects in the links of the TimeML.
In Turkish semantics, the storytelling tense requires someone to live the event and reporting requires
someone to learn, so these tenses are named ‘story’ and ‘learned’. The auxiliary verbs in the above examples
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starting with ‘ol-’ translate into ‘being’ in Turkish. Therefore, the third tense alternative suggested for TimeML
is a ‘BEING’ alternative.
Table 2. All 13 of the possible permutations of RTL and their Turkish tense/aspect and a sample for each case.

Permutation
E<R<S
E=R<S
R<E<S
R<S=E
R<S<E
E<S=R
S=R=E
S=R<E
S<E<R
S=E<R
E<S<R
S<R=E
S<R<E

Reichenbach tense name
Anterior past
Simple past

Turkish tense
Geçmişin hikayesi
Geçmiş
Gelecek hikayesi

Sample
Uyumuştum
Uyudum
Uyuyacaktı

Translation to English
I have slept
I slept
He was planning to sleep

Gelecek rivayeti
Şimdiki rivayet
Şimdiki
Gelecek

Uyuyacakmış
Uyumuşum
Uyuyorum
Uyuyacağım

I
I
I
I

learnt that he will sleep
have been sleeping
am sleeping
am going to sleep

Uyuyor olacağım
Uyumuş olacağım
Uyuyacağım
Uyuyacak olacağım

I
I
I
I

will be sleeping
will have been sleeping
will sleep
am going to be sleeping

Posterior past
Anterior present
Simple present
Posterior present
Anterior future
Simple future
Posterior future

Gelecek zaman

Table 2 can be modified to show Turkish temporal logic, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Application of ‘story’ and ‘learned’ differences to RTL.
Relation
ST,E < R < S

ST,E = R < S

Geliyorum dedi

Translation to English
He said that he has already come yesterday
He had said that he
had already come yesterday
He said he is coming

LR,E = R < S

Geliyorum
demiş
Geleceğim dedi

He has said he is coming
He said he will come

ST,S < E < R

He has said he will
come
He is saying that he
came

ST,S = E < R

ST,R < S = E

Geleceğim
demiş
Geldim diyor

Şimdiye
dönecek
Geleceğim diyecek
Geleceğim diyecek
Geleceğim diyor

LR,S = E < R

Geleceğim diyor

LR,R < S = E

Geldim diyor

ST,E < S < R

ST,R < S < E

Geldim diyecek

LR,E < S < R

LR,R < S < E

Geldim diyecek

ST,S < R = E

ST,E < S = R

Şimdi
döneceğini
söylediydi
Şimdi
döneceğini
söylemişti
Geliyorum diyor

LR,S < R = E

Yarın geleceğini
söylediydi
Yarın geleceğini
söylemişti
Geliyorum diyecek
Geliyorum diyecek

LR,E < R < S

ST,R < E < S
LR,R < E < S

LR,E < S = R
ST,S = R = E

Sample
Dün geleceğim
dediydi
Dün geleceğim
demişti

Relation
LR,S = R = E

Sample
Geliyorum diyor

ST,S = R < E

Şimdiye
dönecek

LR,S = R < E

LR,S < E < R

Translation to English
He is telling that he is
coming
He will return now
He will return now
He will say he will come
He will say he will come
He is saying he
come
He is saying he
come
He said that he
come tomorrow
He said that he
come tomorrow
He will say that he
come
He will say that he
come

will
will
will
will
will
will

ST, S < R < E

Geldim diyecek

He will say that he has
come

LR,S < R < E

Gelmişim diyecek

He will say that he has
been coming

In Table 4, the LR preoperator indicates that the case is in the ‘learning’ state and ST indicates that the
case is in the ‘story’ state. Similar to Table 2, Table 3 holds a translation to English column in order to give
information about the meanings for non-Turkish readers, since most of the translations are not in exact but
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close temporal form. Please note that in Table 4, there are some similar examples. These similar examples are
not covered by Turkish since they are not possible by permutation. The extended version of Turkish temporal
tenses applied over RTL is given in Table 4.
Table 4. Extended version of RTL for Turkish.

Relation
ST,E < R < S
LR,E < R <
S
ST,E = R < S
LR,E = R < S
ST,R < E < S
LR,R < E <
S
R<S=E
R<S<E
ST,E < S = R
LR,E < S = R

Sample
Dün geleceğim dediydi
Dün geleceğim demişti

Relation
S=R=E
S=R<E

Sample
Geliyorum diyor
Şimdiye dönecek

Geliyorum dedi
Geliyorum demiş
Geleceğim dedi
Geleceğim demiş

S<E<R
S=E<R
ST,E < S < R
LR,E < S < R

Geleceğim diyecek
Geleceğim diyor
Yarın geleceğini söylediydi
Yarın geleceğini söylemişti

Geldim diyor
Geldim diyecek
Şimdi döneceğini söylediydi
Şimdi döneceğini söylemişti

S<R=E
ST,S < R < E
LR,S < R < E

Geliyorum diyecek
Geldim diyecek
Gelmişim diyecek

The original RTL in Table 3 holds 13 relations among the event, reference, and speech times. Table 4
adds 5 more relation types, the number extended to cover Turkish tenses. The italic forms in Table 4 indicate
the newly added past tense, ‘rivayet’.
The < MAKEINSTANCE > tag is modified and the alternatives mentioned below are added to make
TimeML compatible with Turkish events:
tense::

= ‘PAST’ |‘PRESENT’

|‘FUTURE’| ‘NONE’| ‘INFINITIVE’
|‘PRESPART’| ‘PASTPART’|‘STORY’|‘LEARNED’| ‘BEING’
aspect::

= ‘PROGRESSIVE’|‘PERFECTIVE’

|‘PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE’| ‘NONE’
4.2. ATL and TimeML of Turkish temporal logic
The connection type of the TimeML in the link layer is inspired by ATL [42] but, unfortunately, does not
support the full temporal logic for Turkish.
The link between events on the TimeML is represented using the ‘TLink’ tags. The Backus–Naur form
of the TLink is quoted below:
lid :: = LinkID
eventInstanceID :: = EventInstanceID
timeID :: = TimeID
signalID :: = SignalID
relatedToEventInstance :: = EventInstanceID
relatedToTime :: = TimeID
relType :: = ‘BEFORE’ | ‘AFTER’ | ‘INCLUDES’ | ‘IS INCLUDED’ |
‘DURING’ | ‘DURING INV’ | ‘SIMULTANEOUS’ | ‘IAFTER’ | ‘IBEFORE’ |
‘IDENTITY’ | ‘BEGINS’ | ‘ENDS’ | ‘BEGUN BY’ | ‘ENDED BY’
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Please note that the possibilities for the ‘relType’ symbol above are inspired by ATL and none of the
above alternatives support the Turkish temporal case. To clarify the above alternatives, their explanations and
examples are given in Table 5.
Table 5. ATL relation types.

relType
BEFORE
AFTER

DURING INV
SIMULTANEOUS
IAFTER

Comment
An event finishes before another starts.
Reverse form of BEFORE and can substitute it.
A link to temporal expression or event
that includes event.
Reverse form of INCLUDES.
A link to temporal expression or event
while the event is in progress.
Reverse form of DURING.
Two events at the same time.
Immediately after

IBEFORE
IDENTITY

Reverse form of IAFTER.
Repeat of same verb.

BEGINS

A link to temporal expression or event
that begins the event.
A link to temporal expression or event
that ends the event.
Reverse notation of BEGINS.
Reverse notation of ENDS.

INCLUDES
IS INCLUDED
DURING

ENDS
BEGUN BY
ENDED BY

Example
He came and saw the label.

John arrived in Boston last Thursday.

James was CTO for 2 years.

All passengers died when the plane
crashed into the mountain.
He drove to Boston. During his drive
he ate a donut.
John was teaching since 1980.
John was at the gym until 7:00 pm.

Aside from the Reichenbach level, the ATL level is mostly similar to Turkish temporal logic. There are
still some Turkish temporal differences from the TimeML. This section covers these differences, besides the
missing parts common to all temporal logics but not covered in TimeML.
Unfortunately, ATL is not sufficient for a representation of Turkish temporal logic. The cases below state
the temporal logic in Turkish where ATL is not sufficient. One of the specific problems for Turkish temporal
logic is the positive/negative verb repetition. These terms in Turkish represent a continuous event by using 2
verbs with opposite meanings. For example, in English a single verb like ‘blink’ is represented in Turkish with
2 separate verbs, ‘yanıp sönmek’ (to light and to fade). This concept can also be represented by ‘to flash’ or ‘to
twinkle’ in English – both single verbs. Another example is the translation of the term ‘pacing up and down’ or
to ‘pace back and forth’ in Turkish. Again this term is represented by 2 separate verbs ‘gelip gitmek’ (to come
and to go). Or another example: ‘restart’ in Turkish is ‘kapatıp açmak’ (to close and to open).
The above examples depict a group of terms in Turkish for which ATL is insufficient because it is not
important to have a precise ordering of words in Turkish. For example, the term for ‘restart’ in Turkish, ‘kapatıp
açmak’ (to close and to open), can also be represented as ‘açıp kapatmak’ (to open and to close), which is exactly
the reverse order of the former term. On the other hand, the semantic representation of these terms is only 1
event in ATL, which creates a problem in the case of trying to represent a single event with 2 separate verbs.
ATL is a linear logic that is suitable for representing events in a linear manner. Unfortunately, the
temporal logic behind Turkish is not exactly linear. Although there are some studies that model time in a
nonlinear domain [39], the TimeML is implemented linearly using ATL. For example, we can try to represent
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the Turkish sentence below in ATL. Some research about recursive events was carried out in [43], including the
temporal prepositions, but these studies are limited for a single event recurring on the temporal basis. In the
Turkish case, there may be multiple events following each other on the temporal basis.
“The life signal on the safety buoy was blinking while the divers were under water”.
A

Diver’s out water

Diving

B

Diver’s out water

C

Life signal is not blink ing

Diver’s under water
Diving
Start blinking

Diver’s under water

Life signal is blinking

Figure 4. Sequence of events in sample sentence.

The above English sentence can easily be represented in ATL, as shown in Figure 4.
Since the starting time of the blinking of the life signal is unknown, either A-C or B-C or any time
combination of “diving” and “start blinking” between these times is considered correct from the above input
sentence.
The ATL representation of the above case would be as shown below.
Meets (SB, DUW) ∧ During (DUW, LSB) ∧ During (DOW, LSNB),
where “SB: signal blinking”, “DUW: divers under water”, “LSB: life signal blinking”, “DOW: divers out
water”, and “LSNB: life signal is not blinking”.
A

Diver’s out water

B

Diver’s out of water

Diving

Diver’s under water
Diving

Diver’s under water

To light
C

…

Life signal is not blinking
To fade

Figure 5. Suggestion for recurring events on ATL.

In the Turkish translation of the above sentence, the representation would be as shown in Figure 5.
The temporal logic behind Turkish states that even when the event starts with lighting or fading, these
2 events follow each other and continue while the diver is under the water. This logic cannot be stated in ATL.
In many other languages, it is possible to state the same events using prepositions or modals instead of multiple
events. The novel extension here is the recurrence between multiple events at a time.
Figure 6 visualizes all of the relations in ATL. The original figure [44], holding only the first 13 relations,
does not cover the last row, which indicates that the relation type “recurs”. This row is added to visualize one
of the results of the study on ATL.
When RTL and ATL are separated, it is possible to see some potential integration problems. After solving
the problems in the ATL and RTL levels, some problems still exist in Turkish and other temporal logics. This
section deals with these kinds of unsolved problems that find answers neither in RTL nor in ATL.
One representation missing in the TimeML is that of self-referencing cases. This uncovered case in the
TimeML is not unique to Turkish and the same problem can occur in any language. The speaker can refer to
the current speech. For example, the case below is a self-referring case:
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Figure 6. The addition of recurring events to ATL.

“My current talk is about computer science”.
In the above sentence, the speaker refers to the current talk, which is the talk itself. This case creates a
self-reference, which is not covered in ATL and therefore not in TimeML either. A solution would be to add this
reference at the signal level of TimeML, but the signal level does not hold information regarding relationships
between events. A better solution is suggested, which is adding these cases into the ATL level as a new relation
type, as shown in Figure 7.
Refers

Talking

Figure 7. Self-referring events.

The self-reference problem, demonstrated in Figure 7, occurs in TimeML and this problem is neither a
RTL nor ATL level problem, since RTL does not relate to the relation between 2 or more events and ATL does
not relate to the time of reference.
Another piece missing from TimeML is the modeling of absence. At first glance, this concept could be
created using the opposite of omnipresence. However, this does not translate exactly. The difference between
the 2 is explained by the following examples.
“When do you play tennis?”
“Never”.
The above dialogue is answered by the word “never”, indicating that the event will never occur. Another
example, with a slight semantic difference, would be:
“I never take notes when I attend classes”.
This example is slightly different from the first example, because in the second case, the word “never”
refers to the negativity of an event that is addressable in temporal logic.
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Attend Class

Take Notes
Negative

Figure 8. Relation of a negative event.

Figure 8 visualizes the relation between the events ‘attending classes’ and ‘take notes’, where the event
‘take notes’ is negative. The vertical lines indicate the state start and end.
This case can be interpreted as “I don’t take notes when I attend classes”. Thus, it can be interpreted
that this event is connected to the ‘attending of classes’ by the ‘during’ operator with a negative perspective.
On the other hand, the first example cannot be connected to any other event. Another problem for the first
case is the demonstration of the event on a timeline. If an event never exists, the demonstration of the event is
also impossible. The solution of adding nonexistence to the environment and connecting the event “never exist”
to the nonexistence is suggested. This solution is also useful for the events connected by an order operator to
nonexistence.
For example, the below sentence contains an event connected to nonexistence.
“Nothing existed before the Big Bang”.
In this phrase, the word “nothing” indicates the nonexistence, and the event “Big Bang” occurs after
“nothing”, so it can be concluded that the Big Bang is connected to nonexistence by the “next” operator in
temporal logic.
This solution can be demonstrated with a slightly more complicated example:
“Nothing comes from nothing” (Parmenides).

Nonexistence
Nothing

Come

Nothing

Existence

Figure 9. Interpretation of “nothing comes from nothing”.

Figure 9 visualizes the famous quotation by Parmenides, where one of the “nothings” is in the existence
domain and the other is in the nonexistence domain.
As a solution, TimeML should contain a nonexistence domain of events.
Another problem is the linearity of time. In Figure 1, when the linearity of temporal logic is explained,
the linearity was considered as a forking of events in time. This concept is called multilinear time, where a
timeline can flow through any of the possible paths.
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5. Implementation and testing
This section covers the application of TimeML to Turkish texts with the modifications explained and recurrence.
Please note that this study is the first implementation of a temporal logic to Turkish, as there is no
previous study or even a corpus covering Turkish.
In order to demonstrate that the above solutions are implementable in computer software, a new project
was developed in Java with a user interface to model the temporal relations indicated above.

Figure 10. Screenshot of the software interface with a challenging problem.

The implemented temporal framework demonstrated in Figure 10 provides utilities to overcome all of the
discussed problems above, like self-reference, negative events, or recurring events, as well as the current relation
models of ATL or RTL. Using this new temporal framework, anyone can tag and create a visual demonstration
of events in a Turkish text.
In order to keep the syntax structure simple, a corpus is garnered from 10 children’s stories. Table 6
lists the numbers of sentences, words, and verbs in those stories. Each story in the corpus is numbered and the
tables in this section hold the stories by numbers in the first column.
The categorization of the stories with respect to the tenses is given in Table 7.
Table 7 also underlines the number of instances of the learnt past tense, a tense that is very frequently
used in stories. Table 7 also highlights the separation of past tense in Turkish. Table 8 lists the number of
compound sentences that hold more than one event.
Table 8 also lists the number of compound sentences that hold more than one event. Table 9 displays
the success of the original TimeML in the event level.
The tagged events are the events that can be tagged by the original TimeML rules. Untagged events are
events with specific differences in Turkish that are not supported by the current TimeML. These increments,
after the extension in Turkish, are displayed in Table 10.
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Table 6. Number of sentences, words, and verbs in the corpus.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

No. of sentences
36
32
17
10
131
136
109
43
31
35

No. of words
403
197
229
101
901
1217
898
372
365
259

No. of verbs
45
45
44
22
150
155
160
65
55
45

Table 7. Tenses of the stories in the corpus.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Learnt past
22
3
23
0
96
98
78
28
33
23

Story past
0
26
5
13
2
6
6
1
0
1

Present
3
0
4
2
15
3
7
3
0
5

Future
3
0
1
3
3
7
15
0
3
3

Progressive
3
3
3
0
4
8
7
3
0
1

Table 8. Compound sentences in the corpus.

No.

Compound sentences

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

13
7
2
2
22
14
8
6
1
0

Percentage of compound
sentences (%)
36
22
12
20
17
10
7
14
3
0

Since the extensions cover all of the possible cases in Turkish, success in the event level increases from
18% to 100% for the RTL level.
The extensions in ATL cannot be seen in the corpus study, since it is known these cases are possible in
Turkish but none of the cases are found in the children’s stories. These extended cases in ATL level are used
very rarely in Turkish, although they are widely understood by speakers of Turkish.
In this study, TimeML has been enhanced a step beyond to cover Turkish temporal logic. After the above
modifications, TimeML can be used in both Turkish and English and can more successfully model events.
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Table 9. Preextention of the corpus in the event level.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average
Sum

Tagged
< EVENT >
9
3
8
5
22
18
29
6
3
9

Untagged
< EVENT >
57
20
31
5
144
138
114
55
49
31

112

644

Success
(%)
14
13
21
50
13
12
20
10
6
23
18%

Failure
(%)
86
87
79
50
87
88
80
90
94
78
82%

Table 10. Extension results in the event level.

Story
name
1
2
3
4
5

Tagged
< EVENT >
66
23
39
10
166

Untagged
< EVENT >
0
0
0
0
0

Success (%)
100
100
100
100
100

Story
name
6
7
8
9
10

Tagged
< EVENT >
156
143
61
52
40

Untagged
< EVENT >
0
0
0
0
0

Success (%)
100
100
100
100
100

Super-Face: Ontology, Question Answering, Text Summarization, Search
Engines, …

Extended TimeML for Turkish

Sub -Face: Studies in NLP like morphology, syntax, pragmatics …

Figure 11. The 2 interfaces of the TimeML studies.

The overall view of this study and future studies can be demonstrated as in Figure 11. The extended
version of TimeML has 2 interfaces. A future study can continue to apply this new version to ontology, question
answering, text summarization, or any other study types. The newer version of TimeML also clears the path
of temporal logics in Turkish. Research dealing with the ordering of events or temporal logics can use this new
tool and may find a new focus as a result of and in response to this study.
6. Conclusion
This study was mainly aimed at the generation of a machine-computable temporal logic for Turkish. The
literature review showed that there are currently many study types for different languages, and TimeML is the
most mature and widely used machine-computable language for temporal statements.
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Research into the extension of TimeML for Turkish temporal logic required the extension of the temporal
logic behind TimeML to cover Turkish cases. In order to enhance TimeML, ATL and RTL were also enhanced.
After the successful extension, the new version of TimeML was tested through a corpus and the results showed
that the success of the extended TimeML for Turkish increased to 100%.
The success measured here is obviously corpus-dependent, and some cases may show a smaller increase
in success or no increase at all. Unfortunately, we cannot compare the success with any other studies, since this
is the first study in Turkish temporal reasoning. Moreover, the novel extensions on TimeML in this study were
also tested on the TimeBank, which contains full English texts, and the success rate was not affected by the
new additions.
The corpus studies also showed that there may be some cases in Turkish texts that are not covered by
the formal linguistic studies on Turkish. The only case that we faced was due to translation from a foreign
language. The translations may maintain the temporal logic of other languages, so for Turkish, there may still
be a small number of cases that were not included in this study.
This study has 2 faces, the substructure and superstructure. People working on morphology, syntax, or
semantics are also working on the subface of TimeML. TimeML declares a well-formed list of temporal rules
that they can aim to gather during syntax studies, for example. On the superface, this study can be a base for
further studies like question answering, search engines, temporal ontologies, or text summarization.
As a future direction in research, anybody can create a Turkish-to-TimeML processor by filling in the
gaps between them, as morphological or syntactic studies have already been done in English. Any application
built on TimeML for use in everyday life could also be a possibility for future work. For example, TimeML
can be used for natural language translations; at least between Turkish and English, this study shows semantic
differences that would be very useful in creating such an automatic translation. Creating a wider markup
language to substitute for TimeML and cover all studies in other languages like Italian, Ukrainian, or French is
another promising future direction for research.
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